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This is THE INGRAHAM ANGLE from Washington tonight. We have a lot to get to. So we're going to dive right in. Biden's distraction tour. That's the focus of tonight's ANGLE. Well, fresh off ...
'The Ingraham Angle' on Biden's distraction tour, critical race theory
Guests: Glenn Youngkin, Mike Waltz, Byron Donalds, Jay Bhattacharya, Harvey Risch, Patterson Sheehan, Raymond Arroyo ...
'The Ingraham Angle' on Biden's crime policies, impact on suburbs
By 'indirections', Kenneth Graham means 'the deployment of a radically new openness, obliquity ... It does so in an empirical critical idiom which seeks to combine textual awareness with a concern for ...
James, Conrad, and Forster
The New Jersey Symphony Orchestra has announced the composers for the seventh NJSO Edward T. Cone Composition Institute, presented July 19–24 in Newark. The composers include Elise Arancio (Curtis ...
New Jersey Symphony Orchestra presents 7th NJSO Edward T. Cone Composition Institute
Older Americans, a critical source of political donations, often fall victim to aggressive and misleading digital practices. A broad Times analysis points to the scope of the problem.
How Deceptive Campaign Fund-Raising Ensnares Older People
Kalpana Jain, The Conversation (THE CONVERSATION) A new two-hour documentary on PBS examines the life and rise of Billy Graham ... later sign a bill placing the phrase “In God We Trust ...
Why the legacy of Billy Graham continues to endure: 3 essential reads
The right software and training empower employees to connect, grow, and pivot as necessary to improve personal and organizational productivity.
Getting the Most Out of Digital Transformation
Nicole Graham ... "critical" tasks so people can "feel a sense of accomplishment at the end of every day." The last year has come with no shortage of stressors for remote teams wrestling with new ...
Try these remote work "life hacks" to boost focus, ergonomics and well-being
Jacob Rees-Mogg has warned his Cabinet colleagues against restrictions that "never end", as fears build among Tory backbenchers that the "terminus date" will slip.
Jacob Rees-Mogg warns Cabinet colleagues against 'never-ending' restrictions
S3: Also, Ben Sasse of Nebraska said this to Judiciary Chair Lindsey Graham about questioning the ... Boloney was transferred to a new district where, under his leadership, that district received ...
Defund the Police?
Jane and the host of ‘The Daily Show’ sit down to discuss the death of nuance, cancel culture and talking to people you disagree with.
Trevor Noah: ‘We Live in a World Where Having a Conversation Is Punished’
With last offseason's unprecedented situation, how NFL players viewed the current offseason process changed. Less of a priority has been placed on formerly important ...
The Biggest Standout of Every NFL Team's 2021 Offseason So Far
On May 9, the New Yorker published a feature story by Pulitzer ... "Christian nationalism doesn't exist," Franklin Graham, the evangelical leader, told me, calling it "just another name to throw ...
Trump's army of God: Doug Mastriano and the Christian nationalist attack on democracy
Graham Nash and Bob Dylan have referred to it in song. Tulsa is a flashpoint. It's at the heart of Black Lives Matter, the center of all the arguments about the 1619 Project and "Critical Race ...
The Tulsa Race Massacre: 100 years later, TV goes where textbooks won't
Trump appointee Michael Flynn was clearly set up, and an incredulous Lindsey Graham ... media phrase), ignited their ire. Whatever happened to equal justice? We heard a lot from the new president ...
Destroying Democracy the Democratic Way
Graham Peaslee, a physics professor at Notre ... “are applied each and every day by millions of Americans. It is critical that we end all non-essential uses of PFAS,” Andrews said.
Study: Half of US cosmetics contain toxic chemicals
and LINDSEY GRAHAM ... about Biden’s new chargés d’affaires is that they’re coming from outside the embassies they’re leading. Take India. Biden considers India a critical partner ...
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